The development of inorganic systems capable of evolution as a fundamentally less complex 'emergent' model of prebiotic evolution is proposed as a solution to the information paradox that could pre date other more complex systems e.g. heteropolymers capable of catalysis and replication. In this approach we allow complexity and information transfer between systems to bootstrap the assembly of systems capable of exhibiting evolutionary dynamics. By developing a new paradigm for evolution outside of biology, we propose a roadmap to engineer the emergence of the minimal evolvable inorganic chemical entities that could eventually make the transition from dead to living matter. This new experimental approach not only requires developments in information theory, but automation of experiments, robotics, and evolutionary programming. Thus this area defines an intrinsically multidisciplinary field requiring contributions from chemistry / chemical engineering, molecular biology / genetics, robotics and computing science. Success could mean new hints to the origin of life on earth as well as the possibility of developing new types of artificial life based upon chemistries not found in biology today.
Introduction
What is life? How did life start on planet earth and how hard was the process to get going? Also, can we engineer totally new types of life forms based upon a different 'chemistry set'? These are fantastic questions that continue to capture the imaginations of many researchers but we wanted to go further and ask if it is possible to create life in the laboratory from scratch on a reasonable time scale. Indeed how would an experimentalist go about it and in what form?
To answer this, in our laboratory we are currently developing a new conceptual approach to engineer evolution outside of biology, inspired by recent work (Joyce 2012; Kauffman 2011; Deamer et al. 2011 ). We will then use this to develop an experimental framework to test the evolution first hypothesis. We anticipated that this research will lead to the search for minimal evolvable inorganic chemical entities using a series of experimental platforms. This is because minimal self-assembling inorganic systems capable of catalysis and replication may provide a route to cross the information threshold where the number of evolvable bits (Evb) exceeds that required to start the process (Ib). Ultimately this approach could allow us to (re)discover biology relevant to life on earth as it is today, or to develop a totally new 'inorganic biology' (Cronin 2013) . Similar to Joyce (Joyce 2012) , we think that the evolvable pre-biotic inorganic systems could be considered to be minimal life forms where Evb>Ib and could therefore represent a testable approach to explore plausible inorganic 'origins' relevant to the emergence of life on Earth, as well as allowing the engineering of new biologies from the bottom up (expanding the possible interplanetary chemistries capable of life). In this context we consider life to be a replicative population-based ensemble of unstable entities, capable through evolution of giving a fitter population as a function of generations capable of survival. Such entities, through generational survival, naturally acquire information content with a measureable increase in functional 'bit-content' (at least initially). Our intention is that this will provide a roadmap to progress towards the complexity of contemporary biological systems whereby the key step is the transition to evolvability, and then ultimately to open ended evolution, see Figure 1 . The Roadmap
Although we have many possible starting points for this project, the issues about timescale, evidence of success, a testable theory, and architecture of the chemical search engine are all currently rather challenging. In our work we have been inspired to develop a roadmap that will lead to the establishment of this endeavor in our laboratory over the next years, including:
1)
A theoretical description of the minimal evolving inorganic system produced by making the 'transition to evolution'. This will define the boundary conditions on the number of operations, information content of the chemical system, and observable behaviour predicted enroute to autonomously evolving chemical systems.
2)
A chemical map, best described as a chemical network allowing nodes of interacting molecules to be transformed by chemical reactions (connecting the nodes), in inorganic space, along with a language to define and interrogate the map.
3)
Engineering of hardware allowing the chemical network to be explored. This requires modular plug and play reactor units with well-defined inputs (chemicals, physical control, on board logic and analytical sensors), well defined outputs, and operations resulting from the network analysis.
4)
Construction of the massively parallel chemical array integrating the network language from (2), the hardware from (3), and the use of theory developed in (1). Over the chemical array, a series of chemical search algorithms will implemented in the search for evolvability.
Ultimately we aim to engineer a minimal chemical cell that can undergo evolution by the process of metabolism, growth, replication, and selection of the fitness through, and feedback of, trillions upon trillions of interactions. The aim will be to 'evolve' through the universe of chemistry, and discover a minimal chemical entity that can emerge as the first candidate for a truly artificial / minimal life form.
Abiotic Evolutionary Chemical Engine
To start to address this grand roadmap in our laboratory we have recently developed a programmable fluidic system comprising a series of linear flow systems, coupled network reactor arrays with a sensor array, and control actuation (Cronin 2012) . In this research, by coupling separate reactions in both space and time, we aim to control the assembly of kinetically unstable structures that are maintained away from thermodynamic equilibrium. In a nutshell we will use a fully automated semi-batch-semi-flow system to explore the non-equilibrium assembly of inorganic structures, combinatorial organic reactions combined with gradients of light, pH, redox, organic cations selecting for catalysis, emergence functionality and persistence of morphology, see Figure 2 .
Thus, by generating a vast population of chemical inputs, stochastic chemical reactions, followed by an assay that will allow selection and feedback, the aim will be to develop a new paradigm for evolution outside of biology. The system will use evolutionary programming algorithms to search the chemical space. The aim is to utilize an evolutionary process to boot-strap the discovery of minimal inorganic chemical cells (ichells) capable of evolutionary dynamics. This will require new developments in high throughput chemistry, screening, computational technology, and theoretical developments to adequately set the test question. In effect, this chemical search engine will aim to cover, using advanced algorithms, a chemical space similar to that which was available on planet earth before and during the onset of life, as well as exploring other plausible chemical universes for alternative and new biologies based upon an entirely new and unexpected chemistry set. Our hypothesis is that, by engineering the minimal chemical entity that can undergo evolution autonomously in a given environment, we will provide a new and exciting route to understanding the origin of life as well as new artificial life forms with novel chemistries.
Figure 2. Chemical Evolution Reagents (i) are added to custom reactors (ii) and the results are measured with a probe of sensor arrays (iii). Evolutionary algorithms dictate whether to continue reaction cycles (with or without additional inputs), to collect the material (v), or to eject it to waste (vi). Multiple such modules are put in series and parallel for complex explorations and metabolism engineering will be done using flow control, as well as embedded redox active reagents setting up electrical and proton gradients.
By focusing on the transition region between dead and living matter it is hoped that this vision will attract an unprecedented range of collaborating scientists all unified by the grand vision of creating life in the lab. 
